Don't live in a city run by scholars.
-Akiba, from the Talmud, Pesahim, 112a I n a society that reflexively venerates "democracy," it is a great prize to appropriate this term successfully to a specific political arrangement. Immense legitimacy and prestige are instantly granted in a feat of lexical magic. After all, who wants to be labeled as antidemocratic? Every faction seeks to ride the democratic bandwagon. Those who dub egalitarian-minded governments that bestow countless welfare entitlements to appease popular clamor as "true democracy" are absolutely blameless in their determination. That terminological trophy should immediately be conceded; stripping anything of alleged democratic authenticity is pointless. Politics is not physics, in which basic terms have precise definitions. Those who insist that voice of the people certifies "real democracy" are no less correct than their opponents.
If banishment from the "democracy club" is pointless, why object if governance via public opinion polling asserts its claims, as well? Our argument over the democratic character of this professed populism is straightforward: bestowing democracy's mantle on unrestrained popular cravings, regardless of content, does not fortify democracy. Little is gained by this labeling, and simplemindedness is only the most transparent flaw. We strongly believe that it is specious to argue because (a) democracy means heeding public wishes and (b) the people according to the polls desire more state welfare generosity, it must be true that (c) anything expediting these desires enhances democracy. To be frank, such selective veneration of "democracy" does more to enhance statism than expand citizen rule. These populist supporters would respond quite differently if, for example, citizens were to clamor for abrogating black civil rights or incarcerating homosexuals. Moreover, only a particular (and somewhat eccentric) meaning of democracy is being advanced, and it is wrong to declare that one definition as the superior embodiment. Polls that reveal a citizenry anxious to participate in making policy may honor the democratic spirit but they do not enhance democracy.
We contend that this quest for "more democracy" is less practical than claimed, and these weaknesses are pervasive, far beyond repairing. In addition, imbedded in this alluring egalitarian, statist siren song are forces antithetical to this-or for that matter, any-democratic prescription. Madison's fear of popular passions remains valid. Although anticipating cloudy futures is always risky, we submit that populist governance, whether by public opinion polls or more directly, may evolve quite different than advertised. It certainly will not flatten socioeconomic inequalities. The chance for incessant bad advice suggested by previous analyses only begins the list of woeful possibilities.
The Many Odd Faces of Inclusive Democracy
Advocates of egalitarian democracy are a divergent lot and what they propound is wide-ranging. Some favor surveys as the central democratic mechanism, a sort of continuous initiative, subordinating all else before its pronouncements. Others would like to see polls incorporated into multiple mechanisms (e.g., electronic assemblies) authorizing encompassing, although more personal, vox populi sovereignty. From one perspective, supporters of polling and devotees of "town meeting" democracy occupy antithetical positions. The latter see polls as perniciously usurping face-to-face politics and allowing citizens to escape their serious political responsibilities (see, for example, Abramson, Arterton, and Orren 1988, 165) .
Emphasis and terminology aside, the common thread is that "the people" have something useful to contribute to policymaking that is not captured by traditional influence avenues (e.g., elections), and that treating these additional musings rejuvenates authentic democracy. As Benjamin Barber, the unofficial guru of this approach intones, "We suffer, in the face of our era's manifest crises, not from too much but from too little democracy … . There is little wrong with liberal institutions that a strong dose of political participation and reactivated citizenship cannot cure" (1984, xi) . Barber further ads that without this participation in common life, women and men cannot become individuals and freedom, justice and equality will melt away (xv). And for what grand purpose is this participation carries out? In an essay aptly
